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 A team from the Alliance takes on the mission to steal the plans for the 
Death Star from the Empire. 
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SOMETHING NEW THAT STICKS TO  

TRADITIONS UNDER STAR WARS-CONDITIONS 

Rouge One - Star Wars first part of the anthology. It stands out very clearly that the fans 
who like the original trilogy are very afraid of what occurs before A New Hope. For many, 
just as it is signed prequel dignity overrated relative to the original trilogy. For this film 
has more coupling between the third film and the fourth film in a clear way, then it is the 
group in this film that sets off the whole spectacle in the original trilogy. It promotes up a 
dark tone, realistic invited evident in the Empire strikes back. It has an intelligence in your 
narrative structure that is well appreciated just like the humor and what we identify our-
selves with the well appreciated franchise. 

It has an entertainment program value greater than Episode 1 or 2 actually or Episode 
VII also. The compliment this movie and really anchors the story with their characters 
better than Episode VII ever did, is that it does not contain as much of the lightsabers, 
causing the film to refrain from repetitive and monotonous narrative components. It high-
lights a different perspective of the same fictional world, which allows one to appreciate it 
more. 

It has the same elements that one can overlook a Star War film but does not concern the 
characters we are familiar with, which somehow feels comforting yet a replica of what Dis-
ney was trying to make a reality in the seventh film. But here, however, manages them by 
expressing the dark tone contained in the fictional galaxy and how this affects the main 
characters. Although John Williams classic and iconic songs are not heard in the back-
ground seen again characters like droids, Darth Vader, references to classic characters that 
connect with the fourth part. Just as the third Hobbit film coupled with the first LOTR, 
makes Gareth Edwards is on a similar but with a clearer and a more appreciative way, as 
many will recognize themselves. 

Jyn ERSO (Felicity Jones) - the main character who is constantly in focus, create in a short 
time a contract with the audience and convinces with its tasteful charisma and attitude that 
gives a stronger role presentation than Rey ever achieved in the seventh film. It also ap-
preciable characters K 2 SO, Cassian, Chirrut Îmwe and Galen ERSO just like other new 
and old characters. Since the film has a central focusing point that permeates the entire 
film, there is a story. A clearer one than what JJ Abrams produced. This no prequel, it has 
to take in and understand. It is a kind of spin-off based on events that occurred throughout 
the original trilogy. Rouge One is something that does not have the same elements as the 
original trilogy, but the visual effects that actually offers and the Impakt of war that the 
forfeits, creating still an unpredictable and realistic war film of the beloved fairy tale. It has 
much more brutal tone that is more realistic in relation to what we are used to. 

I also hope that people appreciate it even as a stand-alone story and see the true potential 
of it. 
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